FREDDIE GIBBS FLEXES HIS SUCCESS ON POST-GRAMMY SINGLE
“BIG BOSS RABBIT”
FREDDIE GIBBS TO STAR IN FEATURE FILM DEBUT ‘DOWN WITH
THE KING’
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April 2, 2021 (Los Angeles, CA) – Today, 2021 “Best Rap Album” Grammy-Award nominee Freddie
Gibbs releases “Big Boss Rabbit,” a surprise single that finds him taunting the opposition and
flexing the fruits of his labor after his busy awards season. Accompanied by
a JMP directed video, “Big Boss Rabbit” is Gibbs’ third single and a taste of what’s to come since
partnering with Warner Records in 2020. Listen HERE and watch the video HERE.

“Big Boss Rabbit” opens with a Mike Tyson sample that encapsulates Gibbs’ current frame of
mind: “I’m the best in the world. It’s facts.” From there, Gibbs floats over cinematic strings and
banging trap drums like a heavyweight champ. He bounces in and out of breakneck double-time
flow, rapping about carrying cash in designer luggage and celebrating his many victories. Every
punchline is an absolute haymaker. On the hook, Gibbs reminds you that he’s always ready both
for war, and the cover of men’s fashion magazines: “Three MAC-11’s, back of the 7 on some boss
shit / I put that president on my wrist, and I got frostbit.”
“Big Boss Rabbit” is a nod back to the video for Gibbs’ "Gang Signs," his smooth February single
with TDE’s ScHoolboy Q. Onscreen, Gibbs is an animated gangster rabbit riding around in the real
world. Chain around his neck and gun on the dash, he gets his money and ducks the pigs (literally).
This new single continues an especially productive streak for Gibbs. In October 2020, he debuted
on Warner Records with Big Sean collaboration “4 Thangs,” which followed the May release of his
Grammy-nominated collaboration with The Alchemist, Alfredo. But as “Big Boss Rabbit” confirms,
being the best means rarely taking days off. The effort always shows. Animated rabbit gangster
and more Gibbs merchandise are available HERE.
Complex exclusively announced that Freddie Gibbs will make his feature film acting debut later
this year in Down with the King, in which he plays the lead role. Written and directed by Diego
Ongaro, and produced by Breaker 45, Freddie plays rapper who goes by the name Money Merc
and is looking to leave hip-hop. Look for the movie to show up at film festivals soon.
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ABOUT FREDDIE GIBBS:

Freddie Gibbs has become one of hip-hop’s most important, inimitable, and influential voices via
his quotable wordplay, versatile songs, and unflinching honesty. Since 2004, the uncompromising
Indiana-raised rapper has built a diehard global fan base and regularly attracted tastemaker
adoration. His discography includes 20-plus mixtapes, eight EPs, four official solo albums, and four
top-billed collaborative records. 2019's Bandana with Madlib was a new critical and commercial
high watermark. After bowing at #21 on the Billboard Top 200, it closed 2019 on year-end lists
by Vulture, Vibe, UPROXX,Stereogum, Noisey, SPIN, Complex, and more. GQ called it “one of the
best albums of the year” and promised, "Freddie Gibbs will rap circles around anybody.” Teaming
up with Warner Records in 2020, his momentum only accelerated six months later as The
Alchemist-assisted Alfredo drew the same enthusiasm, landing a 2021 GRAMMY nomination
for Best Rap Album and hitting #4 on the Billboard Top Album Sales chart. Freddie Gibbs has
collaborated with everyone from Pusha T, Killer Mike, Anderson .Paak, and Yasiin Bey to Tyler, The
Creator, Gucci Mane, A$AP Ferg, Jay Rock, and Young Thug, in addition to contributing music to
blockbuster video game franchises, such as Grand Theft Auto, Max Payne, and NBA2K. Previously,
Gibbs teamed up with ESPN for Black History Month, to perform on their “Black History Always”
special The Undefeated Presents: A Room of Our Own, and was featured on The
Undefeated’s Music For The Moment/Black History Always EP.
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